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Why France was chosen by the Chinese companies?
France is the fifth largest economy in the world and houses nearly 40 of the world’s 500
largest companies. In fact, the country holds the largest insurance company, airline
holding company, cosmetic company, luxury companies, energy companies and more.
These attributes make it one of the most attractive investment destinations in the world.

France is the fifth largest economy in the world and the second largest economy in
Europe, which makes it a relatively safe place to put money. But as the European Union’s
sovereign debt crisis has shown, the country’s monetary ties to others in the E.U. have
created some key risks. Investors should take all of these benefits and risks into account
before committing any capital.
Benefits of investing in France include:




Developed Markets – France houses one of the largest economies in the world with a
very developed securities market. In contrast to some emerging and frontier markets,
this usually means less geopolitical risk and volatility.
Large Companies – France has houses many of the world’s largest companies, which
usually adds to the lower volatility. Larger companies typically have lower volatility
and more predictable long-term
Investing in France can be accomplished using ETFs, ADRs or direct investment on
France’s stock exchanges. But it’s important to remember that many of these ADRs
trade on the OTC Markets Pink Sheets and may be relatively illiquid.

How do you find Chinese companies in France?
Ask the related organization
The Chinese companies in France are representing EU-China trade relationships. France
is a key country in the EU which China has a great deal imports/exports trading with.
Therefore Chinese companies invested in France are important indicator for economic
development between China and the EU.

The best way to find Chinese companies in France is to get a List of Chinese Companies
Invested in France which is compiled by DCCC, including all the names and locations of
Chinese companies in France, etc. to obtain the list, email to: info@dccchina.org

